AGS ZOOM MEETING OF OCTOBER 2, 2021

NOTICE TO AGS MEETING PERFORMERS:

*Please do not* use the Performer Signup Form shown in Meetings Page until AGS resumes live, in person meetings in September of 2022. *In the interim, please do exactly as listed below to have your classical guitar performance viewed at an AGS meeting. Thank you!*

Our next Zoom-based AGS meeting will take place on Saturday, October 2nd. Login entry to Zoom on October 2nd opens at 7:15pm and the meeting commences at 7:30pm. An email link with the Zoom meeting ID and password will be sent to all AGS members on or before Thursday, September 30th. If you have not joined us yet, please consider doing so this time. Zoom is easy to use, and our email of September 30th will include instructions. It should take you less than a minute to join the meeting.

We have room, so if you would like to perform, **here is what you do:** Put your classical guitar performance on YouTube and then send the link to Michael Camp (michael_ags@yahoo.com) on or before Monday, September 27th. Please tell Michael your **name, the title(s) of the piece(s), the composer(s) of the pieces(s), and the length(s) of the piece(s).** A performer may submit a YouTube link (or more than one) recorded recently, or one that is older but may be a favorite. The goal of this approach is to showcase the performers at their best for all to appreciate.

The performer must state and indicate with the YouTube submission the **exact length** (in minutes and seconds) of all the currently submitted videos. All submitted videos may be **no more than 10 minutes in length, total.** In the submission email, the performer must state the length of each video (in minutes and seconds), and the length of all the videos submitted combined, in order to be considered for a performance at an AGS meeting. Again all submitted videos may be no more than 10 minutes in length.

Do make sure that you make your submission and send your link(s) by the Tuesday deadline. Due to the time and technical requirements needed to create a playlist such that everything runs smoothly, we are not able to accept late submissions.

We are looking forward to seeing you on October 2nd via Zoom. As is now our custom, we will open up the floor as often as possible to allow time for conversation - and the conversations are always lively!

*This file will be replaced with the actual program of videos for the meeting, on Friday October 1st.*